
ABOUT
SRIDHAR is a Berlin based songwriter, guitarist and record producer. He writes and produces music released as solo 
productions under his own name, as well as for other bands and solo artists.

CURRENT PROJECTS
Sridhar is currently involved in a musical collaboration with producer Arun Shenoy. Their project, titled Sridhar & Arun 
Shenoy combines their diverse influences of Electronica, Pop and Rock to create a fresh and new alternative rock 
sound. The first single from the project titled “Make up Your Mind or Leave It Behind” was released on May 07, 2014 
and featured Lonnie Park on guest lead vocals.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
Sridhar exploded on the scene in the summer 2009 with Transcend, his rock instrumental debut. Produced and 
engineered in Singapore by Sridhar, the album went on to receive critical acclaim from across the globe bringing to light 
Sridhar’s mastery of guitar technique, songwriting as well as depth of musical landscapes. In Sridhar’s words, the 
unique sound on the album is music that evolves from the dusty streets of India, blending seamlessly with ideas from 
the West. Best exemplified by the hit song India, the album spawned a follow up EP in 2010 titled Afterward which 
yielded the hit song Folked.

In 2011, Sridhar collaborated with Dave Martone on a heavy yet ambient version of the Beatles classic, While My 
Guitar Gently Weeps. Later in the year, following his move to Berlin, Sridhar released Miles, an album that serves as a 
tribute to the multitude of influences in Sridhar’s musical journey, inspired by sounds from classical music to synthesized 
soundscapes. On Miles, Sridhar roped in the talents of Dirk Behrend on bass and Florian Herzberg on drums.

In 2013, Sridhar was invited to Mexico City to produce a record for progressive/psychedelic rock act, Stains & Echoes.
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